The fastest way to build internal tools
Cut down costs & deliver solutions in hours so your team can focus on critical tasks
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The vision we bring

Imagine you could:
Build UI using pre-made high order
components

Connect your data sources using pre-made
integrations in minutes

Pre-process your data before displaying it

Deploy built app in seconds

Invite your users to use your apps and easily
manage accesss

What is possible with UI Bakery

Drag’n’drop technique for app building
Use numerous templates, components, and widgets to create your app
visually.

Kick off easily with:
Custom code
Add any JS library if you’re missing the component. Extend your app by
writing simple JS function to pre- and post- process your data

●

Numerous templates.

●

Ready-to-go widgets.

Styling and customizations
All the elements are based on the design system that you can conﬁgure to
comply with your brand style. Thus, your app will match your branding. Thanks
to the design system, you get a multi-tenant app just by changing a theme.

Learn fast with:
Connect your data
Connect your data using multiple pre-build integrations. Connect any data
sources that supports REST API.

Deploy in seconds
Deliver your internal app to your users in seconds. Invite the to use it and
collaborate, manage access granularly.

●

UI Bakery documentation.

●

Interactive tools.

●

Video tutorials.

●

Individual trainings.
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Let’s cooperate!

Drop us an email, or let’s schedule a call.
We’d be happy to hear your ideas
and see how we can help.

Get more info at our website.

https://uibakery.io/contact

https://www.uibakery.io/

hello@uibakery.io

Call us, and we’ll discuss any concern
you have.

Check some inspirational IT insights
from our tech gurus who are always
willing to share their knowledge.

+1 (415) 670-90-34

https://uibakery.io/blog

Thank You!
hello@uibakery.io
+1 (415) 670-90-34
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